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1. Ideal workflow to have the best company's performance
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1.1. Visio->CAD->Revit translation
AVCAD supports the translation between Visio->CAD, Visio->Revit and CAD->Revit.
See this video to understand how it works.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s-P3dKNE754&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
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2. AVCAD for CAD
 

 
AVCAD helps engineers and designers create Interconnection Block Schematics with engineering information. Rack Layouts,
Cable and Equipment's Lists, and even more.
AVCAD supports custom parameters such as prices, weight, heat, install time, and many more
 
AVCAD's purpose is the creation of accurate, detailed, and well-readable schemes along with all kinds of reports using simple
and intuitive tools.
 
1) Block Schematic tools:
    Pre-created Equipment Library containing most commonly brands used in AV-IT industry (Crestron, Extron, BSS, Biamp, AJA,
BlackMagic, etc.)
    Drag and drop the selected devices to the desired location on a drawing.
    Default layers for every kind of scheme circuit. Just choose from Audio, Video, Control, Power, etc.
    Fast filter changing for distinguishing the types of interconnection.
    Fast replace of the devices on the drawing
    Drawing Patch and Termination Panels.
    Tools for Cable Drawing and Labelling.
 
 
2) Rack Layout Tools:
    Creating Rack Furniture
    Placing the equipment to Rack Layout. All devices have their real dimensions.
 
 
3) Report Tools:
    Cable List
    Equipment List
    Power Consumption List
    IP Tables.
4) User Databases.
    AVCAD Base Manager helps you to create your own equipment library using a standalone application.
    Easy distribution of your databases via Dropbox, Google Drive, and shared disks. No SQL servers are needed.
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2.1. AutoCAD Installation - aadbsoftware.com
 
You can download a version for
• AutoCAD download link
After the installation is complete, please, open the AutoCAD
You can find all the plugins in the Addins ribbon tab.

https://www.dropbox.com/s/px14hn9979hcf1s/AVCAD_AutoCAD_v.2.9.1.exe?dl=0
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2.2. AutoCAD Installation - Autodesk Appstore
 

After the payment here:
Autodesk Appstore

you will be able to download the MSI file. After the installation, you will see the ribbon icons
 

 
Do not forget to login into your Autodesk Account, which you used to buy the software.

https://apps.autodesk.com/ACD/en/Detail/Index?id=1429706465754565407&appLang=en&os=Win64
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2.3. BricsCAD Installation
You can download a version for
• BricsCAD  download link
 
After you download and install the needed version, you will have a new folder in C:\\AADB. BCAD stands for BricsCAD
and ZCAD stands for ZWCAD, GCAD stands for GStarCAD
To activate the software with a serial number, just run AVCAD License Manager and follow its instructions.

 
To have the software loaded, you must do the next steps:
• Open CAD Software.
• Type _appload command
• Select LSP-file (the filename depends on CAD software, for example, AVCAD_BricsCAD.lsp)
• Reload the CAD, and you have to get a new ribbon panel with our software.

https://www.aadbsoftware.com/cad
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2.4. ZWCAD Installation
You can download a version for
• ZWCAD  download link
 
After you download and install the needed version, you will have a new folder in C:\\AADB. BCAD stands for BricsCAD
and ZCAD stands for ZWCAD, GCAD stands for GStarCAD
To activate the software with a serial number, just run AVCAD License Manager and follow its instructions.
 
To have the software loaded, you must do the next steps:
• Open CAD Software.
• Type _appload command
• Select LSP-file (the filename depends on CAD software, for example, AVCAD_ZWCAD.lsp)
• Reload the CAD, and you have to get a new ribbon panel with our software.

https://www.aadbsoftware.com/cad
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2.5. GStarCAD Installation
You can download a version for
• GStarCAD  download link
 
After you download and install the needed version, you will have a new folder in C:\\AADB. BCAD stands for BricsCAD
and ZCAD stands for ZWCAD, GCAD stands for GStarCAD
To activate the software with a serial number, just run AVCAD License Manager and follow its instructions.
 
To have the software loaded, you must do the next steps:
• Open CAD Software.
• Type _appload command
• Select LSP-file (the filename depends on CAD software, for example, AVCAD_GStarCAD.lsp)
• Reload the CAD, and you have to get a new ribbon panel with our software.

https://www.aadbsoftware.com/cad
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2.6. Correct connections
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2.7. AADB
 

AADB
 

 

• 

 

•  Command name Macro: AADB
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Manufacturer

You can select any manufacturers here. They are created with the AVCAD Database Manager. It supports
hints, so you can just start to type, and you will see some hints.

Groups

Groups mean the families of devices. For example amplifiers. They are created with the AVCAD Database
Manager.

Quick Search Checkbox

If enabled, the search will be in all the manufacturers (databases). If not enabled - only in the selected
manufacturers

Quick Search Textbox

Here you can write the model you need. It will search with condition that depends on Quick Search
Checkbox.
Youtube

Listbox with devices

Here can be devices in the selected group or founded using QuickSearch Textbox.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MvGMYP4Rn2E&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
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Description of the selected device

Description of the selected device

Check sysname

If checked, it will check the sysnames on a drawing to avoid the duplicate system names

Filters

Here you can select what you need to insert into the drawing. You can have any configuration of the filters
( Digital Video, Analog Audio, etc.).
•  If nothing is selected, the full device with all the connectors will be inserted into the drawing.
•  When you select the filters, you will see the changed view in a Device Preview Canvas.
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Device Preview Canvas

Here you can see what you will insert into the drawing. That is the preview of the selected devices. Its
configuration depends on selected filters.

Add selected device to a drawing

After clicking on the button, you will be prompted to select Sysname, Start Number, and Quantity of the
devices. Default values are 1
•  Youtube - Insert just one device
•  Youtube - Insert multiple devices

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-Qa6L-zY1s8&list=PLHi4R0-gLgoeZzvOkahRzQajDfxXfrcwV&index=1&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YxQ3L-mT3lw&list=PLHi4R0-gLgoeZzvOkahRzQajDfxXfrcwV&index=4&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
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Edit Sysname and IP

This function is designed for quick and easy renaming of block attributes such as system name Sysname,
and IP address. Having an iterator allows you to quickly change the attributes of different blocks. In this
case, the values from block to block will change depending on the specified number in the iterator.

            See here how it works

Move Comments

Here you can change the view of selected blocks on the drawing.
See here how it works

Change Filters

Using this functionality, you can create one more version of the device with the same parameters but with
only needed filters.
See here how it works

Change Connectors

Using this functionality, you can create one more version of the device with the same parameters but with
only needed connectors.
See here how it works

AVCAD Database Manager

This button will call the AVCAD Database Manager. If it is installed and will propose you download it if it is
not.
See here how it works

Add Spaces

It is one more way to customize your block. See here for the details.
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2.7.1. Hard and Soft Options
 
 
One of the ways to add extra information to a device is Hard and Soft options.
Hard and Soft options allow the user to add to block such information as expansion cards, redundant power supply,
software licenses, and so on.
The major difference between Hard and Soft options is Hard options have connectors, and Soft options do not
have them and store them at a block just as text attributes.

 
Example of use: device without any Hard options (left) and

device with Hard option as a redundant power supply (right)

 
Hard and Soft options are stored in a database and are associated with a specific device. After you create

and save the device in the AVCAD Database Manager, you will be able to add Hard and Soft options to it.
 

Hard options are very useful when you want to add to a device, for example, an SFP module or redundant
power supply.

Soft options are very useful if you want to add to a device, for example, software licenses or even a lens to a
projector.

 
1. Add Hard or Soft options to a device using AVCAD  Database Manager. Sync the database with AADB.
2. Add the device to a drawing.
3. If the device contains Hard Options an interface will appear.
4. Add demanded Hard options and click Save and Exit button. If you don't want to add any Hard option to the

device just click Save and Exit button when the Selected options field is empty.
5. If the device contains Soft options an interface will appear.
6. Add demanded Soft options and click Save and Exit button. If you don't want to add any Soft option to the

device just click Save and Exit button when the Selected options field is empty.
 
You can see all added Hard and Soft options at Equipment List of Scheme Manager.
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List of options

A list of options existed for the device in the database and was created in AVCAD Database Manager

Name of device

Name of the device

Option's description

Preview of option's description
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List of demanded options

List of selected options

Add selected option to list of Selected options

Use this button to add the option to the device

Remove option from list of Selected options

Use this button to remove the selected option from the List of selected options for this device.

Save and Exit button

Click the button to save selected options and close the interface.
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2.7.2. Edit Sysnames and IPs
 

 
•  Please, see this link to understand how it works. Youtube
 

Enable Changing sysnames

If you select this you will change System Names

Prefix, Start Number (Letter) and Suffix

Prefix, Start Number, and Suffix for the start sysname. The start number will be iterated with the value of the
iterator.
You can also use English characters as Start Number. A-Z are supported

Check for sysnames to be unique

If checked it will check if the system name is unique and if it already exists on the drawing.

Enable changing IPs

If you select this you will change IPs

Start number for the IP

Just 4 fields to set the first IP address. It will be iterated with the value of the iterator

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=obBXz8eo4aI&list=PLHi4R0-gLgoeZzvOkahRzQajDfxXfrcwV&index=5&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
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Set the iterator

Set the value of iterator to iterate Sysnames and IPs

Change only selected device

You will change the properties only for the selected device.

Change all the versions with the selected Sysname

You will change the properties of ALL versions of devices with this SYSNAME.
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2.7.3. Move Comments
 

 
•  This functionality allows you to change the order and hide/unhide some of the attributes/comments.
•  Please, see this link to understand how it works. Youtube
 

Examples

 

Attribute 1

The first attribute. The highest one. On this drawing that is SYSNAME

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UTRWNX5oygI&list=PLHi4R0-gLgoeZzvOkahRzQajDfxXfrcwV&index=9&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UTRWNX5oygI&list=PLHi4R0-gLgoeZzvOkahRzQajDfxXfrcwV&index=9&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UTRWNX5oygI&list=PLHi4R0-gLgoeZzvOkahRzQajDfxXfrcwV&index=9&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UTRWNX5oygI&list=PLHi4R0-gLgoeZzvOkahRzQajDfxXfrcwV&index=9&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
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COMM1

The first comment. On this drawing that is POWER

COMM2

The second comment. On this drawing that is LOCATION

COMM3

The third comment. On this drawing that is IP-address

Block Preview

Preview of the block composition
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2.7.4. Change Filters

 
•  Using this functionality you can create one more version of the device with the same parameters but with only
needed filters.
•  You can call this command from CAD's command line with the macro: "CHANGEFILTERS"
•  Please, see this link to understand how it works. Youtube
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xjdlZxDfsfw&list=PLHi4R0-gLgoeZzvOkahRzQajDfxXfrcwV&index=2&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
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Filters

•  Select needed filters in any configuration and click OK
•  If nothing is selected the full device with all the connectors will be inserted into the drawing
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2.7.5. Change Connectors
 

•  Using this functionality you can create one more version of the device with the same parameters but with only
needed connectors.
•  You can call this command from CAD's command line with the macro: "CHANGECONNECTORS"
•  Please, see this link to understand how it works. Youtube
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L7bsFSLDDG0&list=PLHi4R0-gLgoeZzvOkahRzQajDfxXfrcwV&index=3&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
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2.7.6. Add Spaces
This functionality helps you to customize your block. See here to understand how it works.

Block preview

This preview shows which block you will have after you click on the OK button.

Input controls

Controls for the input side.
1) Remove existing connector
2) Add a new connector
3) Move down
4) Move up
5) Move the the output side

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lJ5coQLmHzM
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Output controls

Controls for the output side.
1) Remove existing connector
2) Add a new connector
3) Move down
4) Move up
5) Move the the input side

 
Just as an example below is the result:
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2.7.7. AVCAD Database Manager
 

•  This button will call the AVCAD Database Manager if it is installed and will propose you download it if it is not.
•  Please, see this link to understand how it works. Youtube
•  For the full documentation please refer here: AVCAD Database Manager

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WDIvPcciKho&list=PLHi4R0-gLgoeZzvOkahRzQajDfxXfrcwV&index=27&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
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2.7.8. Import from external sources
 
You can import information from several different sources. See chapters.
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2.7.8.1. Excel (Database Manager)

 

•  Using this functionality you can get the device's info from an excel sheet and put it on the drawing.
•  You have to use excel sheet from here
•  You can modify excel sheets and add some information
•  Please, see this link to understand how it works. Youtube
 

Select an excel file

Here you can select the needed excel file

List of loaded devices

Just a list of loaded devices

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KgemvPspvtU&list=PLHi4R0-gLgoeZzvOkahRzQajDfxXfrcwV&index=6&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
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Filters

You can select any combination of filters. If you select nothing - all connectors will be on the drawings.

Add selected devices to drawing

You can select needed devices and you will add them one by one.
 

Status column

You can see the next statuses of the devices after you add them to the drawing.
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2.7.8.2. Excel (Scheme Manager)

 
•  Using this functionality you can get the device's info from an excel sheet and put it on the drawing.
•  You have to use excel sheet from here
•  You can modify excel sheets and add some information
•  Please, see this link to understand how it works. Youtube
 

Load from excel file

Select file from Schemes Manager to load all the devices

Imported devices

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=28TTIGC9Aaw&list=PLHi4R0-gLgoeZzvOkahRzQajDfxXfrcwV&index=7&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
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Filters to add devices on the drawing

You can select any combination of filters. If you select nothing - all connectors will be on the drawings.

Statuses

OK means that everything is OK
The different model means that there is devices with the same SYSNAME but the model is different
Not in Database means that you do not have this device in your database.

Add selected devices on the drawing

You can select multiple devices to insert into the drawing
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2.7.8.3. DWGs Symbols (AVCAD-Floor-Plans)

 
•  Please, see this link to understand how it works. Youtube
•  You can import DWG blocks that were created with AVCAD-Floor-Plans

 

Load devices from DWG

Load AVCAD symbols from the selected DWG

Scan the drawing manually

If you want manually check the statuses of imported blocks

List of imported devices

List of imported devices that can be inserted on the drawing

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lBK65IQC1uw&list=PLHi4R0-gLgoeZzvOkahRzQajDfxXfrcwV&index=8&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
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Statuses

OK means that everything is OK
Different model means that there is a devices with the same SYSNAME but the model is different
Not in Database means that you do not have this device in your database.

Add selected devices to drawing

Add selected devices to the drawing.

Filters

You can select any combinations of filters. If you select nothing - all connectors will be on the drawings.
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2.7.8.4. Visio

 
Here you may download the excel file from AVCAD V (AVCAD for Visio). AVCAD will recreate the schematics from
AVCAD V (AVCAD for Visio) in the current model space.
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2.8. Blocks Align
                                                                    
 

•  Align AVCAD blocks vertically and horizontally using the needed step
•  Command name Macro: AVCADBlocksAlign
 

• 
 
Ribbon panel icon:     

•  Please, see this link to understand how it works. Youtube
 

Select which type you need

You have to select the type of the alignment

Step between blocks

The step will be saved and next time you will have the last value here.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W0vwDv5FJxY&list=PLHi4R0-gLgoeZzvOkahRzQajDfxXfrcwV&index=26&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
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Vertical Alignment with the step 20

Vertical alignment with step 20
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Horizontal alignment with step 50

Horizontal alignment with step 50
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2.9. Panels
 

Patch Panels

• 

 

•  Command name Macro: CREATEPANEL
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Patch Panel name

Required field - Enter the system name for the Patch Panel

Check if this sysname exists

If enabled you will see the Message Box with information

Start number of panel

Start number to create all the panel's connectors starting from this number

Connector type

Type of the connector, for example, RJ45, BNC, etc

Quantity

Quantity of the connectors

Direction

For different types of panels, you can type what you need. The most common is U-D (up-down), A-B, R-F
(rear-front).
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Panel dimensions

Just some dimensions of the panel that will be used to insert it into the rack elevation

Rotate panel

You can rotate the side of the connector for the selected connectors

Hide/Unhide Sysname

You can hide the system name for the selected connectors

Move Sysname

You can change the location of the system name for the selected connectors

Default Patch Panel

That is the default view of the panel when you insert it.

Rotated Patch Panel

Connectors 3 and 4 were rotated
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Patch Panel with hidden connectors

Sysnames for the connectors 2,3,4 were hidden

Patch Panel with changed location for System name

Sysname for the connectors 1 was moved
Sysnames for the connectors 2,3,4 were hidden
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2.9.1. Termination panel

Required settings for the panel

The same settings that are for Patch Panels
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Dimension settings for Panel

Panel's dimensions to insert it to rack elevation

Search field

Start typing and AVCAD will search for the connector

Available connectors

List of available connectors.

Add new connector

If you do not have needed connectors just type it here and AVCAD will keep them for you

Add selected connectors to configuration

Add selected connector from available to the list of selected ones
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List of selected connectors

Termination Panel will be created with these connectors

Up/Down/Remove/Clear List

Options to control the list of the selected connectors

Options for panels

Please, refer to the same panel here: Patch Panels
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2.9.2. Single Poles
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Single Pole connector

That is the type of panel with only one connector. That is useful when you want to terminate the connection.
Watch here to understand how it works.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AzjnHOBADgc&list=PLHi4R0-gLgoeZzvOkahRzQajDfxXfrcwV&index=33&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
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2.9.3. Settings
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Export/Import

We strongly recommend you export your connectors after you create them. This way you can share the
same connectors with your colleagues.
You can also have lists for Neutrik, Canare, etc, and switch between them.
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2.10. Racks
 

Draw Rack

• 

 

•  Command-name Macro: DRAWRACK
 

Rackname

Unique sysname. We do not recommend using some special symbols here.

Check if unique

If checked it will see for this Sysname and View

Quantity of units

Quantity of units. Unit is 44 mm.

Depth of rack

The depth of the rack can be in mm or inches. Inside we keep it in mm
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Width of rack

Two kinds of racks.

Draw views

Select what you need to draw and place it on a drawing.
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2.10.1. Rack Elevations
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Fillrack

•  Command line macro "Fillrack"
1.  Click on the Fillrack button or call the command line macro.
2.  Select devices or panels you want to insert into the rack
3.  Fill in information on the next window:

4.  Work is done.

Available racks
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Select needed rack elevation

Where to insert the device

Choose where to insert. You have to choose front or read, after that you may choose Side

Start unit

Start unit. This software draws up from the start unit
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DrawFree

•  Another way to insert the device into the rack. Works only with devices
1.  Command-line macro - DrawFree
2.  Click on the DrawFree button or call the command line macro.
3.  Select one device you want to insert
4.  Fill next window:

Device Preview

Device preview. It depends on the properties below.

Properties

You can choose the point of view and the angle.
5.  You will have the device on your mouse pointer. Using the snap settings, you can easily insert the device
into the rack. In this case, we placed into the 23rd unit.
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Change Device View

That is completely the same as DrawFree but it does not change the LOCATION attribute of the block.
It is comfortable to use this function when you want to draw several views (for example top, side, front) and
do not want to change location to "OUT OF RACK"

Move Attributes

This functionality can be used to change the location of the attributes in the device in Rack
1.  Click on button
2.  Click on the attribute in Rack

3.  Place it where you want
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2.10.2. Draw Modular Chassis

 
This functionality will help you to create modular chassis and insert cards into it.
See here to understand how it works
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OInkk4OC9ZM&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
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Properties

Select the number of rows and slots in every row.
For example, if you select Rows 3, Slots 8, Vertical, you will see this:

 
If you select Rows 3, Slots 8, Horizontal, you will see this:
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Hide/Unhide rows/slots

Click on the needed chassis and click enter:
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Insert a card to a chassis

After clicking on the button
1.  Select the card you want to insert into the chassis
2.  The card must have the parameter "Slot". You can make it via AVCAD Database Manager
3.  Check that parameter is just a digit. 1, 2, etc. This means how many slots this card has.

4. 
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5. 

 

Select the chassis, row and slot and click on add to frame.
6.  The result:
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2.11. GetInfo

 
 

•  Command name Macro: GETINFO                                                                                                    

• 
 
Ribbon icon:   
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List of racks on the drawing

List of racks that exist on the drawing

Get Table from the selected table

Get a standard table for the selected rack.
Select needed rack.
Click on "Get selected Rack info"
Place the table on the drawing.
Result:

 
All the devices go from up to down like in rack.
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Select devices

This functionality allows you to create a custom table for the created elements including assignments and
options
1.  Click on the "Select Devices button"
2.  Select needed devices/panels
This interface will be shown:

Export Sum

If checked it will make the sum for the similar models

Export column headers

If checked it will create a table with column headers.

Place the table

After you click all the information, the columns order will be saved and you can place the table on
the drawing.
 
Here are some examples of a result:
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Column headers

Here you can reorder columns as needed and check/uncheck
column headers to get the exact table you want.

Get the table with the Chassis information

See here
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2.11.1. Get chassis information

 
Here you may select the chassis and get the table like this:
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2.12. MarkCabels
 

•  Command name Macro: MARKCABLES                                                                                             

• 
 
Ribbon Icon:   

 
•  All cables should be drawn with polylines.
•  After the AutoCAD upgrade you may have an issue that after you create labels they are not created. To fix
it you have to copy and paste your existing elements on the drawing to a drawing that has been created with
the new AutoCAD version
 
•  Please, see this link to understand how it works. Youtube
 
•  See also correct connections
 

Prefix, Start Number and Suffix

Prefix, Start Number and Suffix for the first cable labels/arrow/feather

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=607FyteJfkQ&list=PLHi4R0-gLgoeZzvOkahRzQajDfxXfrcwV&index=13&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=607FyteJfkQ&list=PLHi4R0-gLgoeZzvOkahRzQajDfxXfrcwV&index=13&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=607FyteJfkQ&list=PLHi4R0-gLgoeZzvOkahRzQajDfxXfrcwV&index=13&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
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Cable Labels Properties

 
•  The process of creating cable labels:
•  Fill prefix, start number, and suffix
•  Choose reference block's side
•  The idea of reference blocks is next:
•  You have to choose OUT and select the reference block when cables are connected to the devices' output
side.

•  You have to choose IN and select the reference block when cables are connected to the devices' input
side.
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3. Click enter
4. After selecting the reference block select all the cables (should be polylines) and click Enter.
Here you can see an example of a result

You can find all the meta-information about this cable labels here: Schemes Manager
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Feathers

1.  The process of creating feathers:
2.  Fill prefix, start number, and suffix (if needed)
3.  Select OUTPUTS connectors with rectangle and click Enter:

Here we select Out1, Out2, Out3 connectors with the rectangle
4.  Do the same with INPUTS connectors
You will have the result:
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You can find all the meta-information about this cable labels here: Schemes Manager
 

Arrows

Please, do the same steps as in Feathers.
You will have next result:

You can find all the meta-information about this cable labels here: Schemes Manager
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2.13. ABOC

•  Command name Macro: ABOC                                                                                                         

• 
 
Ribbon Icon:     

 
•  Please, see this link to understand how it works. Youtube
 
•  See also correct connections

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1m7tr_ECmIk&list=PLHi4R0-gLgoeZzvOkahRzQajDfxXfrcwV&index=12&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1m7tr_ECmIk&list=PLHi4R0-gLgoeZzvOkahRzQajDfxXfrcwV&index=12&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
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Draw a new polyline or a select existing one

Choose whether you want to draw a new polyline as the main or select the existing one.
The process:
1.  Choose between Draw and Select
2.  Select connectors for the first side using a rectangle

Here we selected Out1, Out2 and Out3
3.  Do the same for another side
4.  Draw polyline or select existing one
5.  Work is done.
 
Note: Please, when you select the main polyline, select also the connectors of it.
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2.13.1. Hops

 
Using this functionality you may create "hops" when polylines hop over another polyline.
 
You may choose the size and type of hope. We suggest you to remove hops only with the "Remove hops" button
here.
 
See here to understand how it works.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3l0qwfZawoo
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2.13.2. Multichamfer and multifillet

 
Using this functionality you may create multichamfer and multifillet.
 
See here to understand how it works.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hn_FxQi4R8k
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2.14. BreakWires

•  Command name Macro: BreakWires                

• 
 
Ribbon Icon                                                                                 

 
•  Please, see this link to understand how it works. Youtube
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DOT7b03YbZo&list=PLHi4R0-gLgoeZzvOkahRzQajDfxXfrcwV&index=16&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DOT7b03YbZo&list=PLHi4R0-gLgoeZzvOkahRzQajDfxXfrcwV&index=16&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
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List of Breakwires

List of added BreakWires.
BreakWire is a Many-to-One and One-To-Many connection to send the cables from one list to another.
They look like this:

You can connect cables to them. ABOC is supported.
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Cables inside the Breakwire

List of cables that are inside the BreakWire.
To create the list, click on Add Cable Button:
You will get this form:

Create some information here. It will be held in the BreakWire.
 

Assign

Assign selected cable to two cables (from sides of BreakWires). If you have both cables assigned it will be
highlighted with green color.
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Check the quantity

If checked, it will check for the number of polylines on both sides of BreakWires

Add BreakWire

Add BreakWire to the drawing

Add/Remove Cable

Add or remove the cable from the list of cables in selected BreakWire.
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2.15. Schemes Manager
 

Equipment List
 

 
•  Command name Macro: SCHEMEMANAGER                                                                                      

• 
 
Ribbon icon:   

 
•  The central hub for all the information on the drawing. A tool for editing and reports.

 

Search and filter

You can search through your drawing using filters and textbox for the location.

Filters

You can filter your list with one or several filters.
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Devices Datagrid

We strongly recommend changing all the fields only here because it will check all the versions of the blocks
and cable labels etc.
Sysname, Location, IP are write-enabled

Scan again

If you change something on the drawing when Schemes Manager is opened - click on this button to get new
information.

Export to excel

Export a full list (as it is filtered) as excel

CheckBoxes

View Sum will change the table and will show you the sum of similar models
If checked, Autofocus will highlight all the versions of the selected device in the list
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Context menu.

1.  Go to device
This functionality shows you the window with all the filters that exist n the drawing for the selected device.
When you click on the version, it will be shown and highlighted.

2.  Show/Hide Model in Rack
This functionality adds Model information to the Rack Layout.

Here you can see the model on unit 11 and do not see the model on unit 10.
You can use it with Move Attributes
 
3.  Delete Equipment item
Delete all the versions of the selected devices
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4.  Change Rack's properties
Works only for racks. It will redraw the rack on the same position
Just fill the form and click on Confirm Changes.

Youtube
 
5. Change Location
This functionality helps you to change the location for multiple selected items
Just select items, choose Change Location and fill the form

 
6. Replace device with SYSNAME
It will change the model and redraw all the versions for the selected blocks
Select the devices, call the command and follow the AADB functionality
Youtube
 
7. Color Legend
We have several color codes. Please, see here what they mean.

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ecm-veF6z00&list=PLHi4R0-gLgoeZzvOkahRzQajDfxXfrcwV&index=11&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nUgfwqkKII4&list=PLHi4R0-gLgoeZzvOkahRzQajDfxXfrcwV&index=17&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
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2.15.1. Cable List

Manage Options

Quick Scan is the update the Datagrid after you made some actions when Schemes Manager is opened
Full Scan does the QuickScan tries to fix errors and write new meta information
Find Incorrect highlights cables where Cable Label and meta information differ
Export to Excel - exports filtered list to excel
If checked, Autofocus will highlight all the versions of the selected cable in the list

Filters and datagrid

Datagrid with all the cables and information. Please, change all the information only here,
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Context Menu

1.  Beginning of the Cable Line
Go to the beginning of the cable. It is comfortable to work with Arrows and Feathers.
2.  End of the Cable Line
Go to the end of the cable. It is comfortable to work with Arrows and Feathers.
3.  Remove Label(s)
Remove selected cable labels/arrows/feathers
4.  Re-mark Cables/Arrows/Feathers
You can remark the cables using this functionality
Youtube
5.  Set cable route
You can add information about cable routes to calculate the lengths of cables.
Cable routes are loaded with DWG with AVCAD-Floor-Plans information
6.  Set cable types
You can add any cable type to selected cables
7.  Add cable type to the drawing
Place the text near the cable line
8.  Add bounding box
You can add several types of bounding boxes. You can use it with Cables/Arrows/Feathers.

Youtube
9.  Add device info to labels
Shows the opposite device system name

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GZ0EO5Wyzso&list=PLHi4R0-gLgoeZzvOkahRzQajDfxXfrcwV&index=14&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YbkFDu1Luwc&list=PLHi4R0-gLgoeZzvOkahRzQajDfxXfrcwV&index=15&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
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10.  View color legend
Just color codes of errors.
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2.15.2. Assignments

 
These are the items that were created with Equipment Assignment
When you click on it it will be highlighted on the drawing.
Using the context menu you can add text to the drawing and delete the assignments.
The Sum of the assignments will be exported in the Equipment List excel
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2.15.3. Notes

 
This functionality is for adding some notes to some devices. You will have the functionality to add these notes to the
drawing.
These notes will be exported with the Equipment List excel.
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2.15.4. Floor Plans

Manage floor-plans

Load DWGs with floor plans - select DWGs and it will show you the information from them. This button
loads data for three tabs of Schemes Manager:
Floor plans
Conduits
Symbols
 
This information is added to DWG using this plugin: AVCAD-Floor-Plans
 
These DWGs are saved in AVCAD so after loading Schemes Manager they will be there again. Please,
check that correct DWGs are loaded.
 
Sync DWGs - if you changed something in floor plans DWG please save them and click on this button. You
will have the information updated.
Clear List - clear list of DWGs
 
See these videos about floorplans (Youtube):
1. Routes
2. Symbols
3. Conduits

Routes Datagrid

List of routes. You can assign them to cables here:
Cable List

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sth7mRieZVk&list=PLHi4R0-gLgoeZzvOkahRzQajDfxXfrcwV&index=19&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Xu8QzeiW4g&list=PLHi4R0-gLgoeZzvOkahRzQajDfxXfrcwV&index=21&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8oKS_JZVB2E&list=PLHi4R0-gLgoeZzvOkahRzQajDfxXfrcwV&index=20&t=1s&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
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2.15.5. Conduits

This information is added to DWG using this plugin: AVCAD-Floor-Plans
 
These DWGs are saved in AVCAD, so after loading Schemes Manager, they will be there again. Please,
check that correct DWGs are loaded.
 
You can export the list of Conduits in files.
 
See these videos about floorplans (Youtube):
1. Conduits

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8oKS_JZVB2E&list=PLHi4R0-gLgoeZzvOkahRzQajDfxXfrcwV&index=20&t=1s&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
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2.15.6. Symbols

Attention

If you see this color, it means that you have different models for one system name on floorplans and
schematics drawings.

Normal

Devices found and have the same model.
This information is added to DWG using this plugin: AVCAD-Floor-Plans
 
These DWGs are saved in AVCAD, so after loading Schemes Manager, they will be there again. Please,
check that correct DWGs are loaded.
 
Here you see a list of devices on your schematic drawings and if they are found on the floor plans you see
the file where they were found.
 
See these videos about floorplans (Youtube):
1. Symbols

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Xu8QzeiW4g&list=PLHi4R0-gLgoeZzvOkahRzQajDfxXfrcwV&index=21&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
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2.15.7. Project Attributes

You can add any Project Attribute that belongs to the unique device with a unique System Name (For example, for
MTX.01).
For example, Serial Number, Password, VLAN, etc.
 
You have to add Project Attributes ONLY for a saved drawing. We suggest you click on the Save Drawing button and
then work with attributes.
Another way it can be placed in the %TEMP% folder.
 
Please, see these two videos to understand how to work with attributes:
1.  Project Attributes
2.  Project Attributes as tables on the drawing

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eS5jknSD8mk&list=PLHi4R0-gLgoeZzvOkahRzQajDfxXfrcwV&index=18&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uuZmfuE3qJM&list=PLHi4R0-gLgoeZzvOkahRzQajDfxXfrcwV&index=28&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
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2.15.8. Parameters

That is just information about Parameters. The parameter is an attribute that belongs to a model.
You can add any parameter using AVCAD Database Manager
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2.16. Equipment  Assignment
 

 
•  Command name Macro: EQUIPMENTASSIGNMENT          
                                                                 

• 
 
Ribbon Icon:   

 
•  Equipment assignment is any information you want to add and calculate on your drawing.

 

Search and filters

Here you can search and filter "Family" and "Description".

Existing assignments

List of existing assignments
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Assign to an entity

Here you can assign any assignments to any entity.
1.  Select assignment
2.  Click on the assign button
3.  Select entities
All the information will be here and here

Add and remove assignments

You can add any information. Just click on the "Add" button and fill the form:
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2.17. AVCAD Pictorial
 

 
•  Command name Macro: AVCAD-Pictorial                                                                                           
 

• 
 
Ribbon Icon: 

 
•  Please, see this link to understand how it works. Youtube
 
•  How to add an image to block
 
•  How to add an image to a rack elevation
 

 

Image files in the selected folder

List of images in the selected folder. It contains 5 levels of folders. You can always change the folder.

Size. Width and Height

Size of the inserted image in pixels. Calculate checkbox will set the value of the textbox below proportional
with value of another textbox

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DvzlS8P66Y0&list=PLHi4R0-gLgodliNSYO6rsxsZWhp6RcvaE&index=1&t=45s&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
Please, see this link to understand how it works. Youtube
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LhANXHd_ZnM&list=PLHi4R0-gLgoeZzvOkahRzQajDfxXfrcwV&index=24&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
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Quantity

If checked "Split" then it will draw items separately. See the difference below.
 

Quantity

You can see the quantity when Split is set to False

Form

Quick Form - only description needed to insert the image. That is for rack elevations and just images to
make your drawings live
Full-Form - you will need to set the Manufacturer, Model and Sysname. You can think of it as Concept
Drawings.

Options

Options you have to fill in to insert the image.
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2.18. AVCAD Pictorial Manager
 

 
That is a manager of images that were inserted into the drawing.

 
•  Command name Macro: AVCAD-Pictorial-Manager                                                                              
 

• 
 
Ribbon Icon  

 
•  Please, see this link to understand how it works. Youtube

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DvzlS8P66Y0&list=PLHi4R0-gLgodliNSYO6rsxsZWhp6RcvaE&index=1&t=45s&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
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2.19. AVCAD Floor-Plans
 

Conduits
 

•  Command name Macro: AVCAD-Floor-Plans                    

• 
 
Ribbon Icon          

                
•  This plugin is for creating Routes, Conduits and Symbols           

•   
•  With the first startup, it will ask you for the location with XMLs
•  Please, see this video to understand how it works: Youtube
•  You can check the information here: Schemes Manager
 

XML options

Add new XML. It makes sense to keep different types of conduits in different XMLs. For example trays,
pipes, etc.
Edit XML
Add Item - adds a new item to the XML
Edit Item
Delete Item - deletes an item from XML

XML's conduits

All the information inside XML

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8oKS_JZVB2E&list=PLHi4R0-gLgoeZzvOkahRzQajDfxXfrcwV&index=20&t=1s&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
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Periodic components

You can add additional information. For example, for 1000 mm of the tray, you will need 1000 mm of the cap
for that tray.

Export to Excel

Export all the items on Datagrid to excel.
First, it will ask you about all the XMLs to get periodic components information.
Second, it asks for the excel save location.

Assign selected polyline

Assign selected item to polyline
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Existing items on the drawing

Datagrid with all the conduits on this drawing.
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2.19.1. Symbols

 
•  With the first startup, it will ask you for the folder with symbols
•  Please, see this video to understand how it works: Youtube
•  You can check the information here: Schemes Manager
 

Open and insert

Change Folder
Insert symbol on the drawing

List of DWGs with symbols

List of DWGs inside the selected folder

Symbols Options

1.  Move Attributes of inserted blocks
2.  Export Datagrid to excel file
3.  Refresh Datagrid if you make some changes
4.  Place table to the drawing from selected items

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Xu8QzeiW4g&list=PLHi4R0-gLgoeZzvOkahRzQajDfxXfrcwV&index=21&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
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Options for insertion

You can change the properties of symbols that will be inserted. You can change properties with the context
menu of the Datagrid

Datagrid and context menu

1.  Change symbols to another block type
2.  Add a note to Drawing - it will add the note from the Datagrid to the drawing
3.  Replace Model - change the model for the selected items
4.  Change Scale - change scale if needed
5.  Delete Symbols
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2.19.2. Routes

 
•  Please, see this video to understand how it works: Youtube
•  You can check the information here: Schemes Manager
•  This software helps you to create cable routes to calculate cable lengths in Schemes Manager.
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sth7mRieZVk&list=PLHi4R0-gLgoeZzvOkahRzQajDfxXfrcwV&index=19&t=3s&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
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2.20. Troubleshooting
Contact support@aadbsoftware.com

support@aadbsoftware.com
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3. AVCAD V - AVCAD for Microsoft Visio
AVCAD helps engineers and designers create Interconnection Block Schematics with engineering information. Rack Layouts,
Cable and Equipment's Lists and even more.
AVCAD supports custom parameters such as prices, weight, heat, install time and many more
 
AVCAD's purpose is the creation of accurate, detailed and well-readable schemes along with all kinds of reports using simple
and intuitive tools.
 
1) Block Schematic tools:
    Pre-created Equipment Library containing most commonly brands used in AV-IT industry (Crestron, Extron, BSS, Biamp, AJA,
BlackMagic, etc.)
    Drag and drop the selected devices to the desired location on a drawing.
    Default layers for every kind of scheme circuit. Just choose from Audio, Video, Control, Power, etc.
    Fast filter changing for distinguishing the types of interconnection.
    Fast replace of the devices on the drawing
    Drawing Patch and Termination Panels.
    Tools for Cable Drawing and Labelling.
 
 
2) Rack Layout Tools:
    Creating Rack Furniture
    Placing the equipment to Rack Layout. All devices have their real dimensions.
 
 
3) Report Tools:
    Cable List
    Equipment List
    Power Consumption List
    IP Tables.
4) User Databases.
    AVCAD Base Manager helps you to create your equipment library using a standalone application.
    Easy distribution of your databases via Dropbox, Google Drive, and shared disks. No SQL servers are needed.
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3.1. AADB

 
•  See this video to understand how it works. Youtube

 

Manufacturer and Groups

You can select the Manufacturer and the Group of devices. Manufacturer Combobox supports prompting so
you can faster find the database you need.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qPBwt9el-LQ&list=PLHi4R0-gLgoc_E4c9HcbdCDc-FvcElIIF&index=2&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
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Search

Here you can write the model you need. It will search with condition that depends on Quick Search
Checkbox.
Youtube

Devices

List of devices in groups or in the search result

Description

Device Description

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KoW8fdonAfA&list=PLHi4R0-gLgoc_E4c9HcbdCDc-FvcElIIF&index=13&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
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Filters

Filters to use for creating the device. When selected nothing - creates a full device
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Preview

Preview of the device with filters

ChangeFilters

Changing filters for the selected device. See here

ChangeConnectors

Changing connectors for the selected device. See here
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AVCAD Database Manager

Opens AVCAD Database Manager (or suggest you download if you do not have it installed)

Add Spaces.

It is one more way to customize your block. See here for the details.
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3.1.1. Import from External Sources

 
See this video to understand how it works: Youtube

 

Load devices from excel

Load from excel. You can get this excel from here: AVCAD Database Manager

Imported devices

Just imported devices and statuses.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kFIyXmSrYxs&list=PLHi4R0-gLgoc_E4c9HcbdCDc-FvcElIIF&index=10&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
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Filters to insert the device

Filters to insert the device on the drawing.
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3.1.2. Rack elevations
 

 
See this video to understand how it works. Youtube

 

Rack Properties

Required fields for Rack Elevation

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U7HQ-PU_dM8&list=PLHi4R0-gLgoc_E4c9HcbdCDc-FvcElIIF&index=4&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
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Draw different views

Create the view you need. Labels are inactive until you fill all the required fields

Place device to rack

See this video to understand how it works. Youtube.
Place the selected device on the rack. Preselect the device before running this command.
Fill the form below and it will insert the device into the rack.

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ei7ZGB_M3y8&list=PLHi4R0-gLgoc_E4c9HcbdCDc-FvcElIIF&index=5&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
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3.1.3. Patch Panels

 
See here to understand how it works. Youtube.

 

Required fields for Patch Panels

You have to fill the form to be able to draw the Patch Panels

Dimensions

Some dimensions to draw the Panel you need.
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4libnJAQJ2U&list=PLHi4R0-gLgoc_E4c9HcbdCDc-FvcElIIF&index=6&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
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3.1.4. Termination Panels

 
See here to understand how it works. Youtube.

 

Required Fields

Required fields to create the Termination panel

Search the connector

Search for the connector in the list

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8rEhOiiRkB8&list=PLHi4R0-gLgoc_E4c9HcbdCDc-FvcElIIF&index=7&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
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List of available connectors

List of available connectors

Add a new connector or remove the existing one

If you do not have the needed connector - just add it!

Selected connectors

A list of the selected connectors

Change selected connectors

Change order of connectors, remove the connector or clear the list

Save and load TXT with the connectors

You can (and we suggest it) save your connectors as a TXT file for the backup. You can also share your lists
(f.e Neutrik) with your colleagues.
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3.1.5. Mark Cables

Mark Cables

See here to understand how it works. Youtube.
 
Please, check that every block has its own reference connectivity line. Here is an example of the
correct connection.
Every CARD has its own reference line.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vDpLI3PqmLs&list=PLHi4R0-gLgoc_E4c9HcbdCDc-FvcElIIF&index=1&t=2s&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
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Additional labels

You may want to add some additional labels on both ends of the cables. They will be exported to
CAD/Revit as cable labels.

Advanced Bunch Of Cables

It may help you to draw the connectivity line faster and easier. It connects panels and devices.
See here to understand how it works. Youtube.

Controls

Feathers - a possibility to create feathers. See here to understand how it works
Arrows - a possibility to create arrows. See here to understand how it works
Mark Cables - a possibility to create cable labels. See here to understand how it works.

 
 
 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h30WLqR32OY&t=4s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kr-y4YK-elM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kr-y4YK-elM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vDpLI3PqmLs&list=PLHi4R0-gLgoc_E4c9HcbdCDc-FvcElIIF&index=1&t=2s
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3.1.6. GetInfo
 

List of racks on the drawing

Here you can select the rack you need and add the table to a drawing.

Create table for the selected rack

See here to understand how it works. Youtube.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S4S2K3HvaWM&list=PLHi4R0-gLgoc_E4c9HcbdCDc-FvcElIIF&index=17&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
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Get info for selected devices

See this video to understand how it works. Youtube.
You need to have pre-selected devices. Fill the form below, you can check/uncheck columns,
change the orders, export sum and so on.

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lub2Sr6D1xQ&list=PLHi4R0-gLgoc_E4c9HcbdCDc-FvcElIIF&index=18&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
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3.1.7. ChangeFilters
 

You can add another version of the selected device to the drawing. For example, just power supply or digital video
from the full device.
See here to understand how it works: Youtube

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vmZ3ih76j1I&list=PLHi4R0-gLgoc_E4c9HcbdCDc-FvcElIIF&index=3&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
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3.1.8. ChangeConnectors
 

You can add another version of the selected device with only needed connectors. For example, just the first digital
video input from the full device.
See here to understand how it works: Youtube

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l8ktapBQAwQ&list=PLHi4R0-gLgoc_E4c9HcbdCDc-FvcElIIF&index=15&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
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3.1.9. Hard and Soft Options
 
 

One of the ways to add extra information to a device is Hard and Soft options.
Hard and Soft options allow the user to add to block such information as expansion cards, redundant power

supply, software licenses and so on.
The major difference between Hard and Soft options is Hard options have connectors, and Soft options do not

have them and store them at a block just as text attributes.
         See here to understand how it works: Youtube
 

Example of use: device without any Hard options (left) and
device with Hard option as a redundant power supply (right)

 
Hard and Soft options are stores in a database and are associated with a specific device. After you create

and save the device in the AVCAD Database manager, you will be able to add Hard and Soft options to it.
 

Hard options are very useful when you want to add to a device, for example, an SFP module or redundant
power supply.

Soft options are very useful if you want to add to a device, for example, software licenses or even a lens to
the projector.

 
1. Add Hard or Soft options to a device using AVCAD  Database Manager. Sync the database with AADB.
2. Add the device to a drawing.
3. If the device contains Hard Options an interface will appear.
4. Add demanded Hard options and click Save and Exit button. If you don't want to add any Hard option to

the device just click Save and Exit button when the Selected options field is empty.
5. If the device contains Soft options an interface will appear.
6. Add demanded Soft options and click Save and Exit button. If you don't want to add any Soft option to

the device just click Save and Exit button when the Selected options field is empty.
 
You can see all added Hard and Soft options at the Equipment List of Scheme Manager.
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gn5C99REHsU&list=PLHi4R0-gLgoc_E4c9HcbdCDc-FvcElIIF&index=14&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
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List of options

A list of options existed for the device in the database and was created in Base Manager.

Name of device

Name of the device
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Option's description

Preview of option's description

List of demanded options

List of selected options

Add selected option to the list of Selected options

Use this button to add an option to the device

Remove option from the list of Selected options

Use this button to remove the selected option from the list of selected options for this device.

Save and Exit button

Click the button to save selected options and close the interface.
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3.1.10. Add Spaces
This functionality helps you to customize your block. See here to understand how it works.
 

Block preview

This preview shows which block you will have after you click on the OK button.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bnreVcqsgGg
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Input controls

Controls for the input side.
1) Remove existing connector
2) Add a new connector
3) Move down
4) Move up
5) Move the the output side

Output controls

Controls for the output side.
1) Remove existing connector
2) Add a new connector
3) Move down
4) Move up
5) Move the the input side
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3.2. Scheme Manager

Export to CAD/Revit
 
It will save all the entities on the drawing to an Excel file. You may import this file in your

AVCAD for CAD or AVCAD for Revit.
 

You can see it here to understand how it works. Youtube
 

Export Excel

Export Datagrid as Excel-file
You can see it here to understand how it works. Youtube

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6NFlRO3TSnk&list=PLHi4R0-gLgoc_E4c9HcbdCDc-FvcElIIF&index=8&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2USuu7Pl2A8&list=PLHi4R0-gLgoc_E4c9HcbdCDc-FvcElIIF&index=9&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
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Datagrid with selected

All the devices/panels/rack on the drawing
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Context Menu

Context menu:
1.  Replace device(s) by Sysname.
You can change the model quickly via this menu entry. Just select the needed device.
It will be inserted with the same filters as in the previous model. Rack layout and cable labels will be
removed.    
 
 
2. Change Device Properties
You can change Sysname, Location and IP

3. Delete Device
Deletes all the versions of the device from drawing.
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3.2.1. Cable List
 

Export Excel

Export to Excel file

Datagrid with cables

 

Context Menu

You can delete any cable label using this context menu.
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3.2.2. Project Attributes

You can add any Project Attribute that belongs to the unique device with a unique System Name (For example, for
MTX.01).
For example, Serial Number, Password, VLAN, etc.
 
You have to add Project Attributes ONLY for a saved drawing. We suggest you click on the Save Drawing button and
then work with attributes.
Another way it can be placed in the %TEMP% folder.
 
Please, see these two videos to understand how to work with attributes:
1.  Project Attributes
2.  Project Attributes as tables on the drawing

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ON5EdcpUFgU&list=PLHi4R0-gLgoc_E4c9HcbdCDc-FvcElIIF&index=11&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=26g2UTuDSeI&list=PLHi4R0-gLgoc_E4c9HcbdCDc-FvcElIIF&index=16&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
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3.2.3. Parameters

That is just information about Parameters. The parameter is an attribute that belongs to a model.
You can add any parameter using AVCAD Database Manager
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4. AVCAD RV - AVCAD for Revit
 

AVCAD helps engineers and designers create Interconnection Block Schematics with engineering information. Rack Layouts,
Cable and Equipment's Lists, and even more.
AVCAD supports custom parameters such as prices, weight, heat, install time and many more
 
Please, always make the Drafting View scale as 1:1
 
AVCAD's purpose is the creation of accurate, detailed and well-readable schemes along with all kinds of reports using simple
and intuitive tools.
 
1) Block Schematic tools:
    Pre-created Equipment Library containing most commonly brands used in AV-IT industry (Crestron, Extron, BSS, Biamp, AJA,
BlackMagic, etc.)
    Drag and drop the selected devices to the desired location on a drawing.
    Default layers for every kind of scheme circuit. Just choose from Audio, Video, Control, Power, etc.
    Fast filter changing for distinguishing the types of interconnection.
    Fast replace of the devices on the drawing
    Drawing Patch and Termination Panels.
    Tools for Cable Drawing and Labelling.
 
 
2) Rack Layout Tools:
    Creating Rack Furniture
    Placing the equipment to Rack Layout. All devices have their real dimensions.
 
 
3) Report Tools:
    Cable List
    Equipment List
    Power Consumption List
    IP Tables.
4) User Databases.
    AVCAD Base Manager helps you to create your equipment library using a standalone application.
    Easy distribution of your databases via Dropbox, Google Drive, and shared disks. No SQL servers are needed.
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4.1. Drawfting View Settings
Please, always make the Drafting View scale as 1:1
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4.2. AADB
 

 
See here to understand how it works. Youtube
Please, always make the Drafting View scale as 1:1
 

 

Manufacturers and Groups

Select a Manufacturer and a Group. The manufacturer supports search, so you can just start to type.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2KpuQIDq-Ls&list=PLHi4R0-gLgocN3f9j7bjEGREWAnPtZzt9&index=1&t=3s&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2KpuQIDq-Ls&list=PLHi4R0-gLgocN3f9j7bjEGREWAnPtZzt9&index=1&t=3s&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
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Search

If checked, it searches all the databases. If not, only selected one.    

Listbox with devices

Devices of the selected group or the result of the searching

Add to drawing

Add an element to the Drafting view.

Check Sysname

Check if sysname should be unique
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Filters

You can select which filters you want to export. If selected nothing then the full device will be inserted

Device preview
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Device description

 

Change Filters

See here

Change Connectors

See here

AVCAD Database Manager

It opens AVCAD Database Manager if it is installed. If not, then propose to install it.
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4.2.1. Import from external sources
 

 
You can see how it works here. Youtube

 

Load from Excel.

Load from excel. You can get this type of excel from here: AVCAD Database Manager

Imported devices

Imported devices and statuses

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l3onD1l84fI&list=PLHi4R0-gLgocN3f9j7bjEGREWAnPtZzt9&index=17&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
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Add to drawing

It will add the device to a drafting view with filters.

Filters

If selected nothing, it will insert the full device.
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4.2.1.1. Excel(Schemes Manager)

 
•  Using this functionality you can get the device's info from an excel sheet and put it on the drawing.
•  You have to use an excel sheet from here.
•  You can modify excel sheets and add some information
•  Please, see this link to understand how it works. Youtube

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7RupY7yQSqc&list=PLHi4R0-gLgocN3f9j7bjEGREWAnPtZzt9&index=19&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
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4.2.1.2. Visio/CAD

 
This will help you to import your drawing including devices, panels, racks, feathers, arrows, cable labels from your
AVCAD for CAD or AVCAD for Visio to your Drafting View in Revit.
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4.2.2. Rack Elevations

 
See here to understand how it works. Youtube

 

Required fields

Required fields to create rack elevations

Draw selected view

Select the view you want to add to the drawing

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y56GVFww-sE&list=PLHi4R0-gLgocN3f9j7bjEGREWAnPtZzt9&index=2&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
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Insert device to the rack

See here to understand how it works. Youtube

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y56GVFww-sE&list=PLHi4R0-gLgocN3f9j7bjEGREWAnPtZzt9&index=2&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
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4.2.3. Patch Panels

 
See here to understand how it works. Youtube

 

Required fields

Fill the information to create a panel.

Dimensions

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=51aR0mA_4u0&list=PLHi4R0-gLgocN3f9j7bjEGREWAnPtZzt9&index=4&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
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4.2.4. Termination Panels

 
See here how it works. Youtube

 

System name

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0IlRNF0AGOA&list=PLHi4R0-gLgocN3f9j7bjEGREWAnPtZzt9&index=5&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
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Dimensions

Search

Search for the connectors

List of available connectors

Add or remove new

If you do not have the connector you need - just add it.

List of selected connectors

List of selected connectors
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Save and load TXT file

We suggest you save the backups of your connectors to TXT. This way you also can share them with your
colleagues.
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4.2.5. Advanced Cabling

Prefix, start number and suffix

Prefix, start number and suffix for the first label/arrow/feather.

Feathers

Please, click Escape button to go to the next instruction while you create the feathers/labels/arrows
See here to understand how it works. Youtube

Labels

Please, click Escape button to go to the next instruction while you create the feathers/labels/arrows
See here to understand how it works. Youtube

Arrows

Please, click Escape button to go to the next instruction while you create the feathers/labels/arrows
See here to understand how it works. Youtube

Advanced bunch of cables

See here to understand how it works. Youtube

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C3uUBmfcMWE&list=PLHi4R0-gLgocN3f9j7bjEGREWAnPtZzt9&index=8&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ATcBYeGrOgk&list=PLHi4R0-gLgocN3f9j7bjEGREWAnPtZzt9&index=11&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C3uUBmfcMWE&list=PLHi4R0-gLgocN3f9j7bjEGREWAnPtZzt9&index=8&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Le8gI-7pRBs&list=PLHi4R0-gLgocN3f9j7bjEGREWAnPtZzt9&index=10&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
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4.2.6. Get Info

List of racks

 

Get rack Info

Get the table for the Racks.
See this video to understand how it works. Youtube

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TzEZ-hZRrjM&list=PLHi4R0-gLgocN3f9j7bjEGREWAnPtZzt9&index=21&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
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Get the table for the selected devices

See this video to understand how it works. Youtube
Select devices, you can hide/unhide columns, export sum reorder columns in this form:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6NajHjDCkXo&list=PLHi4R0-gLgocN3f9j7bjEGREWAnPtZzt9&index=22&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
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4.2.7. Change FIlters
 

You can add another version of the selected device to the drawing. For example, just power supply or digital video
from the full device.
See here to understand how it works:  Youtube.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ds7YYz6y9yY&list=PLHi4R0-gLgocN3f9j7bjEGREWAnPtZzt9&index=3&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
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4.2.8. Change Connectors
 

You can add another version of the selected device with only needed connectors. For example, just the first digital
video input from the full device.
See here to understand how it works:  Youtube.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TS7_NQs22FQ&list=PLHi4R0-gLgocN3f9j7bjEGREWAnPtZzt9&index=7&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
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4.2.9. Hard and Soft Options
 
 

One of the ways to add extra information to a device is Hard and Soft options.
Hard and Soft options allow users to add to block such information as expansion cards, redundant power

supply, software licenses and so on.
The major difference between Hard and Soft options is Hard options have connectors, and Soft options do

not have them and store them at a block just as text attributes.
         See here to understand how it works: Youtube
 

Example of use: device without any Hard options (left) and
device with Hard option as a redundant power supply (right)

 
Hard and Soft options are stores in a database and are associated with a specific device. After you create

and save the device in the AVCAD Database manager, you will be able to add Hard and Soft options to it.
 

Hard options are very useful when you want to add to a device, for example, an SFP module or redundant
power supply.

Soft options are very useful if you want to add to a device, for example, software licenses or even a lens to a
projector.

 
1. Add Hard or Soft options to a device using AVCAD  Database Manager. Sync the database with AADB.
2. Add the device to a drawing.
3. If the device contains Hard Options an interface will appear.
4. Add demanded Hard options and click Save and Exit button. If you don't want to add any Hard option to

the device, just click Save and Exit button when the Selected options field is empty.
5. If the device contains Soft options an interface will appear.
6. Add demanded Soft options and click Save and Exit button.  If you don't want to add any Soft option to

the device, just click Save and Exit button when the Selected options field is empty.
 
You can see all added Hard and Soft options at the Equipment List of Scheme Manager.
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gn5C99REHsU&list=PLHi4R0-gLgoc_E4c9HcbdCDc-FvcElIIF&index=14&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
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List of options

A list of options existed for the device at the database and was created in Base Manager

Name of device

Name of the device
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Option's description

Preview of option's description

List of demanded options

List of selected options

Add selected option to the list of Selected options

Use this button to add an option to the device

Remove option from the list of Selected options

Use this button to remove the selected option from the list of selected options for this device.

Save and Exit button

Click the button to save selected options and close the interface.
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4.3. Scheme Manager

State

This shows you the state of a drafting view. Schemes Manager can be connected to the other view in your
project.
If you see green color, it means that Schemes Manager is connected to the active drafting view.
 
You can change it if you click on the Change button.

Export equipment to excel

Check connected to model

You can check and remove (if needed) the elements that are connected to a different element in Revit
Model. For example, you can check the projector on the schematics and on the Revit model.
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Context Menu.

1.  Active view
Change Device Properties - You can change Sysname, Location and IPs
Change Rack Properties - You can change rack properties such as the number of units and width. See here:
Youtube
Delete device - you can remove all the versions of the device
2.  Another view
In this case, you will have the different context menu:
 

Connect model and schematic elements. See here: Youtube.
Get the device from another drafting view. See here: Youtube.
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7NXZcLu2kOI&list=PLHi4R0-gLgocN3f9j7bjEGREWAnPtZzt9&index=12&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FWOabGv_k0U&list=PLHi4R0-gLgocN3f9j7bjEGREWAnPtZzt9&index=16&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M6KZfD1AvpU&list=PLHi4R0-gLgocN3f9j7bjEGREWAnPtZzt9&index=15&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
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4.3.1. Cable List

 
 

Export Excel

You will be asked to select the drafting views on which you want to have an excel with all the cables.

Context Menu

You can re-mark cables and Delete cables here.
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4.3.2. Assignments

Add assignments

You can add assignments here to any items on a drafting view. See the video here: Youtube.
You can check how to add assignment here: Assignments

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I_ajedh4UeE&list=PLHi4R0-gLgocN3f9j7bjEGREWAnPtZzt9&index=13&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
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4.3.3. Project Attributes

 
You can add any Project Attribute that belongs to the unique device with a unique System Name (For example, for
MTX.01).
For example - Serial Number, Password, VLAN, etc.
 
You have to add Project Attributes ONLY for a saved drawing. We suggest you click on the Save Drawing button and
then work with attributes.
Another way it can be placed in the %TEMP% folder.
 
Please, see these two videos to understand how to work with attributes:
1.  Project Attributes
2.  Project Attributes as tables on the drawing

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oyuYzGVTq4w&list=PLHi4R0-gLgocN3f9j7bjEGREWAnPtZzt9&index=18&t=4s&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ItPq7f37_T8&list=PLHi4R0-gLgocN3f9j7bjEGREWAnPtZzt9&index=20&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
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4.3.4. Parameters

 
That is just information about Parameters. The parameter is an attribute that belongs to a model.
You can add any parameter using AVCAD Database Manager.
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5. AVCAD Database Manager
 
 
AVCAD Database Manager is a portable and free application, that helps you to create, edit and manage your library
of devices for AVCAD.
 
Please, see this playlist about AVCAD Database Manager.
 
To install AVCAD Database Manager, do the next steps:
 
1. Download  AVCAD_Database_Manager_x.x.exe from Support page https://www.aadbsoftware.com/support
2. Run exe file, and follow the instruction.
3. After installation run AVCAD Database Manager to start working with the program.
 
During the very first start choose a folder where databases will be stored. It could be a local disk, shared disk,
Dropbox or Google Drive.
Please, do not use C:\Users\Public\SharedLibrary as a folder for databases. That is an internal folder for AVCAD
 
See this playlist to understand all the features of AVCAD Database Manager. Youtube
 
Using the pop-up menu choose the demanded mode and click OK:

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLHi4R0-gLgodrHyoKH07Jgj8d7BE9WNMs
https://www.aadbsoftware.com/support
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLHi4R0-gLgodrHyoKH07Jgj8d7BE9WNMs
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5.1. Device Edit Mode
 
 
Choose Device edit mode if you want full access to databases (devices and parameters).
 

Manufacturers
In the Manufacturer, the column displays all the current user bases. Use Add/Remove buttons to add or
remove user bases.

Tables
In the Tables, the column displays all the groups of devices of the current base. Use Add/Remove buttons to
add or remove the tables. Use Rename button to rename.

Devices
In the Devices column displays all the devices of the group.

Main information
Here you can see a selected device and its description.

Parameters for the selected device
  Work with custom parameters.

Hard and Soft options
Display an existence of Hard and Soft options of the selected device
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Sync to AADB
Use the Sync Selected Database button to copy to AADB (C:\Users\Public\SharedLibrary - main technical
folder for AVCAD)

Use the Sync All DBs button to copy all bases to AADB.
          Use the Sync Parameters button to copy
 
          See this video to understand how it works, Youtube.

Additional
  Use the Change Databases folder button to change location with databases

Use the Change Manager's Mode button to change mode.

Manage Databases
Manage AADB Bases
Import
Merge two databases

Version

Version's number and current folder with databases

Parameters

Import\export parameters as excel to connect it with custom RMS.
See here to understand how it works. Youtube.

Additional options

1) Initial Databases - just for the quick copy of some basic databases from our cloud. Free of charge.
2) Premium Databases - a subscription with databases updates. See here.
3) Make backups - Make a databases backup. See here.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZzwKQb_wbZU&list=PLHi4R0-gLgodrHyoKH07Jgj8d7BE9WNMs&index=4&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HqNDB1LujiY&list=PLHi4R0-gLgodrHyoKH07Jgj8d7BE9WNMs&index=12&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
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5.1.1. Add Hard options
 
1. Click the Hard options button to add options with connectors (for example, redundant power supply, expansion
card and so on). An interface will appear

 
 

List of existed Hard options

Description of Hard option

Hard's option preview

Create new, edit, remove selected hard option or copy hard options from another device.
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Fill Parsmeteres for selected Hard option
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5.1.1.1. Copy option
•  After you click on "Copy option" you will have to choose the device from which you want to copy options
 

•  Right button and "Select Hard Options"
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• 

 

•  Select needed and click on Copy Selected. All the selected options have been copied.
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5.1.2. Add Soft option
 
1. Click the Soft options button to add options without connectors (for example, license option). An interface will
appear.
 

List of Soft options

Description of selected Soft option
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Create or remove Soft option.
Or copy the soft options from the different device

Add Parameters
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5.1.2.1. Copy option
•  After you click on "Copy option" you will have to choose the device from which you want to copy options
 

•  Right button and "Select Soft Options"
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• 

 

•  Select needed and click on Copy Selected. All the selected options have been copied.
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5.1.3. Parameters
 
The parameter is additional information that can be linked with the device. For example, price, weight, heat and so
on.
 

Parameters for the selected device

List of Parameters with value, linked to a device

Click Save to store filled Parameters
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Click Parameters List to create/edit/remove Parameters.
Click Save as Excel to get the list of devices with Parameters in excel format. You can edit this list in excel,
and after that, use Load from Excel to update Parameters.
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5.1.4. Premium Databases
This is the subscription-based service that allows you to make a request for the needed devices/databases and get
them from the AVCAD Database Manager software.
See here to understand how it works.
 
1.   Select the databases

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PpiZ4l2Sw04
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Databases.

Select needed for you databases.

Copy selected

After the click the software will begin the process of downloading and merging.
 
2. Check the status of downloading. Click Ok to begin merging.
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3. Wait and check the merging status. After the click you will see the extended information.
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4. Check the result
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5.1.5. Make backup
This functionality just helps you to copy all the databases that you have to another folder.
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5.2. Parameters Edit Mode
 
Using this mode, you can only create and edit Parameters. Editing of devices is unavailable.
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5.3. Analogs
Here you may create devices that are analogs to other. This is comfortable to use here and here

Existing analogs and the controls

Just a list of existing analogs. You may edit and remove it.

Add a new analog

Click to add a new analog.
 

 
Here you are able to choose the first and second device and after the "save" button is clicked you will have
them connected.
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5.4. Kits
Here you may create kits to combine needed devices together and use them here.
See this video to understand how it works

Add a new kit

Fill the form and get the kit in the list.

List of existing kits

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MOUUPi_3uDU
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Options

Options for the selected kits:
1) Edit the selected kit:

Devices

Here you may add AVCAD devices to the kit.

Additional items

Here you may add any additional information as a text field. For example: Battery for camera, etc.

Options

Change to the analog. See here to understand how to create analogs
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6. MotorIO
We have developed software for web-based AV project management and handling the equipment list that can be
connected to AVCAD, AVCAD V, AVCAD RV. If you want to check the software - contact us, we will give you access
to the site. The software can be installed as an IntraServer in your local network or on the Internet (as you wish) on
your VPS.
 
There are some groups and the administrators should add users to these groups to add the rights to make some
actions:
 
Can update all tasks
Can update analogs
Can update engineering specifications
Can update kits
Can update parameters
Can update project documents
Can update projects
Can update specifications
Can update tasks
 
The ideal workflow is to use AVCAD, AVCAD V, AVCAD RV and MotorIO like this:
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6.1. Projects
You may close the project using "Edit settings. You may delete the project permanently using Admin Page.

List of the projects

List of the projects where the current user participates.
See here to understand how it works.
 

Add a new project

See here.
This action is available only for the administrators.

Edit settings

See here.
This action is available only for the administrators.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9WGwtLgq9Ew
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6.1.1. Add a new project

 
Here you have to fill these fields. Please, be careful to add all the users correctly. Users that are not presented in
workers, observers and responsible won't see the project.
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6.1.2. Edit the project settings

Here you may change users/ dates.
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6.1.3. Subprojects

 
Just subprojects. We suggest using it for big projects as it can help to control it easier.
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6.1.4. All Tasks
You may close the task using "Edit settings. You may delete the task permanently using Admin Page.

Timeline

Timeline for all the tasks and subprojects

Add a task

Add a new task for this project

Controls for the tasks

•  Edit the task - edit users and description
•  Edit the note - a quick chat for understanding the problems and the progress
•  Edit the state - you may select from the list or add your statuses in the Admin panel

History

The page with all the changes for the task
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6.1.4.1. Timeline
Read-only timeline for the project, subprojects and all the tasks inside.
You may hover over the task and you will show some information about it.
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6.1.5. My tasks

That is the same panel as all task, but this shows only the tasks for the current user and for the current project.
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6.1.6. MotorIO Specifications

To open the specification

The button to open the specification

Controls

You may clone a specification from other projects ( for example Template project) and export many specs
from one project.

Add a specification
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6.1.6.1. Edit the specification

See here to understand how it works.
Only one user can work at the same time. Please, be careful.

Add the device row

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ft_e8MTuGoU&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
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Device options

•  Remove selected row
•  Parameters

•  Analogs

See here to understand how it works.

Select the device

You may select and filter the manufacturer, device and add quantity to the row.

Add kit row

Kit options

•  Remove the kit row
•  Forward to the kit's page

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sifhxCurmVY&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
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Compare

You may compare this spec with the selected.

Specification options

•  Save the specification
•  Get the excel
You may then import this excel to CAD, Visio and Revit
•  Return to the project page

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bx8nWpMy00g&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w2XeL68Eqro&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Q8HEL4LxMw&ab_channel=AADBSoftware
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6.1.7. AVCAD Specifications
You may import data from AVCAD Equipment Lists from Schemes Manager to MotorIO to keep it here.

 

Create AVCAD Specification record

Check the details
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6.1.7.1. Import AVCAD Equipment List

Import the file

Select the excel file from AVCAD and click on "Load from Excel". It will be imported to the MotorIO.
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6.1.8. Documents
You may add documents to the project. There will be created a folder (see Settings)  for the project.
 

Load documents

You may load several files here. Just select them and click on the "Add documents" button. You will see this
window with states and messages:
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6.2. Databases
Here you have all the databases that are in the Databases folder (see Settings). We suggest sharing this folder with
your database folder for all the AVCAD software.
Here you may only change the parameters. All the devices/parameters have to be added to AVCAD Database
Manager.

Analogs for this device

See analogs

Parameters

You may update the parameters and click on the Save Parameters button. You will see it green - everything
is OK.
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6.3. Analogs
Here you may add analogs for the devices. It will help you to change the devices on MotorIO specifications faster
than before.
Do not forget to click on the Save button.

First device

Select manufacturer and device

Second device

Select manufacturer and device

Add or remove the row

Add or remove the row.
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6.4. Kits
Here you may create kits - entities for keeping multiple elements in one. For example - sets of installation tools;
camera, tripod, lens, etc.
We suggest using versions of kits instead of changing existing ones as it will change all the existing equipment lists.

Kit

Open the kit on a new page.

Add

Add a new kit.
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6.4.1. Add/Edit the kit
Here you may add elements to the kit. Then you will be able to use this kit in specifications. Kit contains two parts -
devices and additional. Devices are selected from AVCAD databases,
additional is just a free text.

Devices

Here you add the devices from AVCAD databases to the kit.

Devices controls

•  Add Row
•  Remove row
•  Parameters
•  Analogs

Additional

Add free text options.
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Additional Controls

•  Add row
•  Remove row
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6.5. Settings
Settings for your MotorIO server.
You may change:
•  DATABASE_FOLDER - that is the shared folder with AVCAD Databases
•  BACKUP_FOLDER - the folder for postgres backups
•  DOCUMENT_FOLDER - the folder with documents
•  TIMEZONE
After changing click on the Save Settings and restart the server.
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6.6. Admin
Just a django admin page for adding users and controlling all the elements for MotorIO.
You may remove here all the closed tasks and projects.
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